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Manuscripts & Manuscripts

fu Jan Jusí Vitkam
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Research facilities for manuscripts in the Egyptian
National Library

In the course of January 1987 I  v is i ted the Egypt ian
National Library (Dar al-Kutub ul- I I iv. i i - r . rr .  more
recent ly:  Dar al-Kutuh t t l -Qutvtt i . t . tu).  s i tuated at the
Corniche al-Ni l  in the new bui lding of the General
Egyptian Book Organisation (al-Hat"a al-Misritt,a al-'Amntcr li-al-Kitob), of which the library forms part. I
had gone with the intention of gathering materials on
the research facilities of the manuscript department in
the Library.

l. The building and main entrance of the General Egyptian
Book Organisat ion at the Corniche al-Ni l .

Previously I had visited the Library in the winter of
1973-74 under rather unfavourable condit ions. This
was due to the boycott  by the Arab countr ies of the
Netherlands because of its imprudent and overzealous
backing of Israel dur ing the war of October 1973.
Although my visi t  had no pol i t ical  intent ions at al l .
Egyptian officials thought it fit to wage a war of their
own against an unfortunate Dutchman, who happened
to pass by. At that time it took me more than three
weeks only to enter the MSS reading room, whose
whereabouts were deliberately kept hidden from me. I
remember that I paid a morning visit every day to the
then director, Mr. Farid'Abd al-{.áliq, in his office in
the old building of the Library, at the Mrdàn Báb al-
Kalq. Everybody was always very kind and pol i te
there. I was sometimes offered coffee. and most times
some sweets. by the director who was either perusing
leaflets on modern library equipment (which he would
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never be able to purchase), or entertaining his friends
in his impressive room. In it I recall having seen a
portrait gallery of former directors of the Library, with
many a famous name among them. I t  was always
rather dark in that bui lding. as the electr ic i ty was cut
offbecause of the danger of f i re.  But the MSS I wanted
to see' l  Wel l .  that was some\\hat compl icated just now
as they were either just being transferred to a new
building. or they were stored in underground shelters
as a safety measure because of the war. and therefore
not available to the public. or there might be some
other reason, and off  I  had to go, determined to have
more luck the next day. Sometimes I went to the new
building which was situated along the Nile. and tried
to Írnd out from there what seemed to be the trouble.
There the problems \\'ere of a more modern nature.
just l ike the bui lding. as i t  appeared that my clearance

2.  The author  on the
Library, Cairo. January
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with Egyptian Security was another reason for the
delay of my admittance to the Library. Opposite the
new building was the Casino Al-Sagara, and I spent
many an hour there looking at the Nile and contem-
plating my next move, for the coming day. Well, in the
end, and only through the interference of an influential
Egyptian friend, who had become enraged by the
treatment I had to undergo, I was given access to my
manuscripts. and allowed to study these in the room of
the deputy director. When this proved impractical after
a few days, I was shown the way. through yet un-
Íinished parts of the building. where birds and rain had
free entrance, and then through part of the stacks, to a
reading room on the third or fourth floor. There, to
my amazement. students and scholars were working on
manuscripts and, I realized, had been doing so all the
time, a fact which could not have happened without
the consent and knowledge of all those kind library
officials. by whom I had been offered coffee. sweets
and pretexts,  but,  a1as. no manuscripts.  I  had st i l l  a
month or two for my research left. and w'as able to see
most,  though not al l ,  manuscripts needed lor m-v u,ork.

The circumstances were quite different thirteen years
later. The years of peace in Egypt seem to have dulled
the sharp edges of xenophobia. This made me
confident that I would fare better than had been the

3. The entrance to the Manuscript Department in the Egyp-
t ian Nat ional Library. with the 'Not ice'  and the ' lnstruc-

tions' posted on both sides of the door.

case in 1973-14. The manuscript department (muraqa-
bat al-ntalltuíAt) on the fourth floor has now a spacious
reading room, but right at the entrance I realized that
the conditions under which the researching of manu-
scripts had to take place had become even less favour-
able than during my previous visit. At the left side of
the door the following message was posted:

Notice. In view of the circumstances of the stock-
taking which is taking place in the manuscript depart-
ment it is definitely not allowed to study the original
manuscripts. It is only permitted to study from
microÍilms. May God give success. The Director of
Technical Affairs.'

On both sides of the entrance. and repeatedly in the
reading room, posters were displayed with elaborate
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4. Close-up of the preceding: the 'Notice' concerning the
obligatory use of microfilms.

instructions for the ordering of microfilms. These read
as fo l lows:

Instruct ions to be Íbl lowed for the photographing of
manuscnpts.

l .  I t  is necessarv that whoever appi ies to have a
manuscript photographed present an official letter
which is authorized by the university or faculty to
which he belongs, in one original and one copy. in
which are stated the title of the manuscript of which
editing is requested. together with the degree of educa-
t ion of the appl icant.  and the name of the professor
doctor r" .ho is supervisin_u the thesis.

f .  Photo_sraphing oLrtside the f ie ld of study and
research is not al lo ' , led.

3. For the purpose of edi t ion i t  is not al lowed to
have more than one or iginal  manuscript ,  together with
two auxi l iary manuscripts.  photographed.

4. For the purpose of study and research i t  is not
allowed to have an entire manuscript photographed. It
is, however, permitted to have six exposures' taken,
which may be used during the research.

5. Manuscripts which contain ten double pages or
less may not be photographed. The researcher must
copy them by himself.

ó. Photographing for publishers is only done in the
case of exchange, and after the manuscripts which have
been asked for in return have been inspected. Unique
manuscripts are not photographed.

7. It must be observed that photographing rare
copies, especially if the copy is good and unique, can
only be done in rare cases. the importance of which is
related to the degree of seriousness of the researcher in
his application.

8. Permission to photograph a manuscript  wi l l  not
be granted when the manuscript has already been
photographed for the purpose of an edition. This is in
order to save effort.

9. Photographing for individuals is done on paper;
for scientiÍic organisations and institutions microfilms
are made.
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10. Photographing for Egyptian students, working
abroad or belonging to Arab or non-Arab universities
is done upon presentation of an official letter of the
faculty where they are registered for the obtaining of
their scholarly degree.

1 l. Photographing for university professors, for the
purpose of edition and publication. is done upon
presentation of an official letter of the university, in
which the title and subject of the manuscript is stated.

12. Photographing for colleagues in the library is
only done for the purpose of scholarly editing.

13. Photographing is done free ofcharge in the case
of exchange or when the Director-General has given
his approval.

14. I t  is not permit ted to have manuscripts photo-
graphed which the 'Centre for the Edition of the
Heri tage'  is edi t ing and publ ishing.

The Head of the Department: (signature)
The Director of Technical Affairs: (signature)
The Director-General :  (s ignature)
The Deputy-Minister for the Sect ion of the Librar ies:
(slgnature)

l9 October 1986'

These two notices are. in their mutual and combined
effect, cleariy an effective barrier for the scholarly
study of manuscripts. The 'Notice' was given, so I was
told by the Deputy-Librarian, to protect the manu-
scripts against wear and tear, but the 'Notice' itself
gives stocktaking as the only reason for the obligatory
use of microfilms. Rumour has it that thefts have
occurred in the Library, and that therefore access to
the manuscripts has been forbidden and the use of
microfilms as the sole means of consultation made
obligatory. Microfilms, however, obviously do not
allow one to study the physical appearance of a
manuscript. and research must necessarily remain very
incomplete when it is based on microfilms only. Dating
by means of the identification of watermarks and the
establishing of the composition of the quires. which
are both internationally well-accepted methods and
techniques, has become impossible. What is worse,
however, is that this measure will probably have the
contrary effect from what is envisaged by it. lt is
obvious that only when visitors of the Library are
bound to request at random from the manuscript
collection. can supervision on the availability guarantee
that rnisappropriai ions wi l l  not occur,  or that they wi l l
be detected soon an,vhow. At least when one assumes
that such misappropriat ions. i f  any. were an inside job.

The fourteen rules. which make up the above-men-
tioned Instructions. call lor some comment as well"
Rules I and 2 are more or less acceptable. The limita-
tions in ordering microfilms as contained in rules 3
through 8 give researchers who are working in this
library a severe disadvantage: only one 'original' and
two auxiliary copies will be made for the purpose of
edit ing (rule 3).  which means that the edit ion of texts
u'ith some complication in their textual history can no
longer be undertaken. and that a methodological
strai t - jacket has been imposed on the readers; for
research purposes only six exposures are made (rule 4),
a rule uhich. because of i ts absurdi ty,  does not need
further comment: no microfilms of manuscripts of less
than eleven double pages are made, as the researcher is
assumed to copy these by himself  (rule 5).  that is:  by
hand, which is impossible anyway as no original manu-
scripts are given to the readers; no microfilms are
made of 'unique' manuscripts (rule 6), which leaves the
door wide open for arbitrary refusals, as the absence of
a reference library of any sort in the reading room does
not allow one to check the rarity of a certain manu-
script; very serious applicants nevertheless may order
microfilms of unique manuscripts (rule 7), but exactly
how serious does one have to be?. one might ask; if
one has the misfortune that a certain manuscript has
already been photographed for a previous applicant,
no microfilm will be made at all (ruled): two editions
of the same text must apparently be avoided, as if that
were the Egyptian National Library's responsibility.
The rules 9 through l3 are more positive of content
and give the applicant some prospect of success, whereas

5.  Another  c lose-up:  The
application for photographic

'Instructions' concerning the
reproductions.
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rule 14, in which the 'Centre for the Edition of the
Heritage' is given the right of preference, allows the
possibility of unrealistic claims by the collaborators of
the Centre for future projects.

The manuscript reading room has the following
facilities. Firstly there are flve microfilm readers, while
a few tables accomodate readers of the catalogues. The
volumes of the first edition of the catalogue (published
Cairo 1305-1310 AH) are not avai lable for the publ ic.
Photocopies of the second edition (published Cairo
1924-1942) are put at the disposal of the readers, and
likewise the supplement to that catalogue, which was
compiled by Fu'ád Sayyid (Cairo 1961-3).  Also avai l -
able are the original handwritten fiche catalogues of
special collections which have been incorporated in the
National Library. To this category Íirstly belongs the
catalogue of the Taymfiriyya collection. I have seen 61
volumes, containing loose leaves. with a separate
bibliographical entry concerning a manuscript or prin-
ted book on each leaf. To judge from the numbers
printed on the backs of these volumes, there must be at
least 89 volumes of this type. They are arranged
according to subject and within each subject alphabeti-
cally by title. Each description contains a short title,
the class-mark and date of copying or printing and
then the name of the author and the year of his demise.
A similar catalogue is available for the Tal'at collection
and consists of at  least 45 such volumes. of which I
have seen 36. Also avai lable in the reading room is the
printed catalogue of the Qawala col lect ion in , l  volu-
mes. The pr inted catalogues of the Persian and Turkish
manuscripts are avai lable as l le l l .  I  hare not seen the
sigillat for internal use in the Library. which are
mentioned by David King (King 1986:2).

The library staff. however. wishes only to have
references to and applications from a typewritten
Handlist. available in the reading room, which is or-
ganized as a cumulative register, arranged alphabeti-
cally according to the title of the manuscript. This list
is titled Qa'imat Hisr al-Ma|tufit al-'Arahil'1'a bi-Dar
al-Kutub w'a-al-Wa1a'iq al-Qav'mi1'.v4. It is in folio size
and consists of thirty volumes. Each letter of the
Arabic alphabet has a separate volume, and the letters
stn and mtm have two volumes each. The contents of
the volumes of this Handlist is as follows:

ltl atiJ
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[3] irn, pt. l  August 1973 pp. 1204-1349
ll4l í tn, pL2 pp. 1350- I 505
ll5l sad November 1973 pp. 1506-1524
U6l dAd December 1973 pp. 1525-1534
l17l f i '  December 1973 pp. 1535-1560
llSl za' January 1974 pp. 1561-1564
ll9l 'ayn January 1974 pp. 1567-1632
l20l gayn February 1974 pp. 1633-1662
l2l).fa' March 1974 pp. 1663-1785
l22l q4í Aprrl 1974 pp. 1786-1846
L23l kaf May 1974 pp. 1847-1956

l24l lam June 1974 pp.  1957-1993
l25l mím, pt.l August 1974 pp. 1994-2200
126l mtm, pL.2 pp. 220l-2405
l2i l  nun June 1975 pp.2406-2513

Í281 ha' August 1975 pp. 2514-2534
[29] x'av' November 1975 pp. 2535-2561
[30] .r'r7' December 1975 pp. 2563-2569

A rough estimate indicates that about 75% of the
older catalogues is available in this typewritten Hand-
l ist. This implies that 25% of the older col lections can
be considered lost, as the l ibrary' staff wishes to have
no other references than to this Handlist. This Hand-
list also contains references to manuscripts which origi-
nate from other, smaller collections u'ithin the Library.
These are the collections of Kahl Agá. lbráhïm Ha[m,
al-Sinqrtï, al-Sayyid Ahmad al-Husaynr. Muhammad
'Abduh. and in addition to that al-Kizána al-Zakiyya.
nhich is the collection of Ahmad Zaki Pá5á. Al1 these
collections contzrin both manuscripts and printed
books. Those manuscripts that have not been descri-
bed in a calogue beÍore l97l have been provided with
an asterisk in the t lpeurit ten Handlist. According to
an inlbrmation leaflet. dated January 1982, the hol-
d ings of  the L ihrarr  eonta i r t :

57,469
2.554
5 ,154
6 ,661

Arabic manuscripts
Persian manuscripts
Turkish manuscripts
photographed manuscripts. printed on
paper

Total  71,838 Middle Eastern manuscripts.

Now that only microfilms are made available for the
readers of the Library, a card index for the microÍilms
has been put at their disposal. This index is stored in
the reading room, in some 120 wooden boxes, which
are usually half fi l led with cards. Their arrangement
has no concordance with the Handlist. Their flrst
principle of order is usually (but not always) the
subject matter of the text, and within each subject
according to collection and then in numerical order of
class-mark. Index cards of microfilms of manuscripts
preserved in other libraries are arranged according to
the title of the work. As the entries in the Handlist
usually have no indication of subject matter, the user
of this microfilm card index is left somewhat to his
own wits, as he is obliged to convert the purely
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March l97 l

July 197 I
February 1972

October 1972
February 1973
March 1973
March 1973
May 1973
June 1973

pp. l- 245
pp. 246- 307
pp.  308-  535
pp. s36- 544
pp. 545- 629
pp. 630- 801
pp. 802- 832
pp.  835-  941
pp. 944- 9s4
pp .  955 -1  134
p p .  I  1 3 5 - l  1 5 5
p p . 1 1 5 6 - 1 2 0 3
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21  20081
22 20071
23 20082

27 20077
84 no film

102 20375

l l l  t 0 e 8 7 , 3 0 4 1 5

alphabetical title in the Handlist to the subject classi-
fication of the card index of the microfilm collection,
which is by no means applied in a consistent way, in
order to find the number of the desired microfilm.
From some browsing through this card index, it
quickly became clear to me that the older collections
are fairly well represented in the microfilm collection.
When I. to name but one instance, looked for manu-
scripts on calligraphy and the art of writing in the
Taym[riyya collection I found the following texts divi-
ded over two subject headings:

Ta'hm Taymur

number film numberís)short title

13 20367 K. .fi-al-Aqlan al-Qadíntu v'u-
Sutrarilru
Muqudrlinn ./ï Sinc1'at ul-$ay1
(Ibn Muqla)

t8 2642

19 2641, 40296 Risala .fi-al-$utt (lbn al-Sá'ig)
20 30698. 20943 Risalafi Sina'at ul-$urr (Ibr. al-

QuraSi) (T)
Risala-1:i {att G)
Manzuma.fi Sina'at al-Satt (T)
Mtzan al-$a1y (FïrÍz al-Qará-
hisári) (T)
Asàníd Asattd al-{ay1
Mal.ía:a híha Magmu' ... Amli-
lut li-Tu'hm al-{att
Si l .sí lur ul-$artutín (Sa' id . . .  [?]
Su lavmàn)
.I'í u gtrt t1',lI u r uq q u' t7 | tr u- Luv u lt

Siná'at Ta1'm[r

number film number(s)short trtle
6 17838 'LtmdaÍ 

al-Kuttab ( Ibn Bádis)
14 2727, 17837 Risala ./ï $ina'at al-Ahbar (in 7

chapters)
38 21139 

'Umdar 
al-Kuítab (Ibn Bádis)

As we can see, out of a total of fourteen manuscripts
only one item has not been microfilmed. probably
because of i ts containing a number of loose specimens
of cailigraphy. But from a total of thirteen microfilmed
manuscripts. four have been microfilmed twice. For a1-

$izána al-Zakiyya, however, the score is totally differ-
ent.  I ts total  contents are 18,622 manuscripts and
printed books. The card index for microfilmed manu-
scripts contains no more than approximately thirty
films of manuscripts in that collection. The unfortu-
nate reader who would like to consult from that
collection a manuscript, of which there is (not yet) a
microfilm available and those are the most -

simply has bad luck; the rule that only microfilms may
be studies. and no longer original manuscripts, takes
care of that.

Summing up1 we cannot fail to realize that condi-
tions of studying manuscripts in the Egyptian National

Library have deteriorated considerably during the past

years. Original manuscripts are no longer available,

and readers are dependent on the occasional and

incidental presence of microfi lms. In addition to that, a

number of impractical, not to say absurd, l imitations
has been set for the manufacture of new microfi lms.
Confronted with this situation in 1987 I must confess

that I could not help wishing for the far from ideal

circumstances of l9'73-74 to return.

Chronological bibliography

For bibliographical references to the older catalogues of the
Egyptian National Library the reader is referred to the
entries in A.J.W. Huisman. Les rnonuso'its arabes dans le
moncle (Leiden 1967).  pp.  I  l -12.  in  I .B.  Mikhai lova & A.B.
Khalidov, Biblíogra.ftja Arabskih Rukopise.j (Moscow 1982),
pp. 84-87, and in Kurkls 

'Awwád. 
Fuharí.s al-Maf;tutat al-

'Arahivva.ft-al- 'Alam (2 vols. Kuwait 1984). vol. 2, pp. 215-
211 . ln this connection the reader may also be referred to
the appropriate entries in the bibliographies in the first and
in some of the subsequent volumes of F. Sezgin, Geschichte
de.s uruhi.st' l tetr Stltríí ' ttunr.r (Letden 1961- ).
l97 l -1975 Qtt ' i t r r t r t  Í I is r  u l -Mal t r tAt  o l - 'Arabiyya b i -Dar a l -

KuÍuh ru-u\-Ll 'utcf iq ul-Quwntív.t 'a. Cairo. 30 vols., 2569
pp.  ( typewnt ten)

1981 David. A. King, Fihris al-Mallmat al- 'I lmiy,-a al-
Mahfuza hi-Dar ul-Kutub al-Misríyy'a. Part 1. Cairo
1981.  18,  781,  17 pp. .  Par t  2.  Cairo 1986.  12,  1299,
l 2  pp .

1982 Fáruq Sat.t, DAr ul-Kutuh tt l-Qutrmit' l 'a. At-Matíufit
$ct-al-B(trdi.tlr7l. Cairo. 6 pp.

1986 David A. King. I Srrrlc.r ' of t lrc Scientif ic Manu.scrípts
itr t l tt '  Eg.t 'ptiun .\-uÍitnul Lihrur.t. Winona Lake 1986.
(pp.  l -8  g ive a surrer  of  the d i f ferent  co l lect ions in  the
Librar l  .  )

tsl
Manuscripts in print: some Arabic examples

The concept that typesetter's copy could be useful
for the understanding of the printed edition of a text
may be self-evident. but surprisingly enough hardly
any systematical research has been done on this sub-
ject. There is the pioneering study and atlas Copy and
Prittt irt tlte lVetlrcrlands, compiled by G.W. Hellinga
and published in 1960-62. More recently, this subject
has been given some attention in two books by Philip
Gaskell. in which some theoretical observations and
examples taken from English literature, ranging over
the period between l59l-1974, are given. Hellinga's
Atlas gives an overwhelming amount of material,
which has far wider implications than the title suggests.
Far from the present-day tiny kingdom on the shores
of the North Sea, the Netherlands were, in the latter
part of the l6th and in the lTth centuries, an interna-
tionally orientated merchant Republic, where, at least
in the l Tth century, more books were produced than in
all other countries of the world together (H. de la
Fontaine Verwey, in:  Hel l inga, op. c i t . ,  p.29).Rather
than presenting local practices from somewhere off the
beaten path, Hellinga describes and illustrates features
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of copy and print from the very centre of book

production.
The purpose of this article is to show some typeset-

ter's copy of printed Arabic texts, and to point out

how such copy can be recognized. Some of the pro-

blems connected with copy and print will be briefly

touched upon. I will l imit myself to three examples'

two from the Middle East (both almost certainly from

Egypt) and one from Europe. all dating from the

second half of the 19th or the beginning of the 20th

century. Aithough the books by Hellinga and Gaskeli
provide a theoretical framework for the study of prin-

ter's copy, they cannot be applied to Arabic printed

texts without at least some modiflcation. The art of

typesetting and printing in Arabic. after having been

introduced in the Middle East in the early lSth cen-

tury. came to flourish there only in the second half of

the lgth century. Developments ol printing and publish-

ing in the Middle East in that per iod are at best

compared with the developments Western Europe wit-

nessed in the 15th and 16th centur ies. This is an

important condition for the correct understanding of

the printing of Arabic in the Middle East.

How the spread of pr int ing in eariy l9th-century
Egypt influenced the progress of learning and science

has been described several  t imes. and need not extensi-
vely repeated here. I t  is r . r 'e l l  kt lorrn that the Í i rst
pr int ing press which \ \as operated on E-l lpt ian sor l

had been imported in 1798 b1 ir-apoleon Bonaparte.

but i t  was removed in 1801 ui th the retreat of  the

French from Egypt (see e.g. Ridwán. pp. l7 f f . .  Ab[

Su'ay5i ' .  pp. 316-7).  The history of the establ ishment
and further development of the Press in B[láq have
been described by Ridwán (op. cit.. pp. 28 ff.), who

also gives a survey of the typographical materials used

in the Press and of the juridical conditions under which

the Press could operate (op. cit.. pp. 84 ff.). The

subsequent flourishing of the printrng industr-v in the

second half  of  the 19th century. al l  over the Middle
East and more particularly in Egypt. is testiÍled by' the

huge book product ion of that per iod. The very exis-

tence of this enormous product ion invi tes to try to
reconstruct its procedures and to search for documents

which illustrate the coming into being of the text

editions which were then produced. More often than

not, however, the basis of a certain printed text' that is
the employed manuscript or specially made typesetter's
copy. remains unmentioned in those editions.

Even in the case where manuscripts are indeed

mentioned, relerences to them are so global that text

critical material can hardly be gained from such infor-
mation. Although often a great amount of energy has

been spent by the learned editors of the editing of these
editions. the fact that the editing work cannot be
reconstructed anymore, because the critical apparatus
is practically always lacking, makes of such an editions
iust one more witness in the chain of transmission of a

text. And often a contaminated witness at that, one in

which several textual traditions converge, without

being duly accounted for. An example of this is the

first Middle Eastern edition of Ibn Kaldfin's Muqad-

rlima, which was prepared by Nasr al-Hurinr (B[láq

l2'7411857). We can infer from what this learned editor

says in his marginal annotations that he used one

manuscript from Fás and several manuscripts of Tuni-

sian origin. In the entire printed text of 316 folio pages

Nasr al-Hurïnr gives as few as eight marginal notes of

textual criticism. Bibliographical descriptions or more

detailed references to the manuscripts which he used

are absent altogether. The notes that are present (op.

c i t . .  pp .  4 .  64 ,  101.  126,  146.  165.295)  usua l ly  t rea t

single textual variants, but no attempt is made by the

editor to make an evaluation of the manuscripts. And

in cases of doubt Nasr al-HurïnT frequently used his

own judgment as the final instance for establishing his

text. as has already been observed by De Slane (see F.

Rosenthal in the introduction to his translation. I, p'

c i i . ) .
The Egyptian printed text editions of the l9th centu-

ry usually leave us unacquainted with an account of

the text-critical work that has been done by the editor.

Most often neither editor nor manuscript  basis of the

edit ion are known at al l .  Under such condit ions i t  is

seldom possible to trace the m:rnuscript  or manuscripts
that serred as eremplar.  nor lor that matter can much

be said about the editor ial  method employed. More

insight about methods and tertual  var iants can only be

acquired l iom the basic manuscript(s):  the typesetter 's

copy could also yield valuable information'  I t  can be

safely assumed. however, that most typesetter's copy
has been lost, simply thrown away, or at best stored

away in some publisher's archive, upon completion of

the printing of the book. This was, and stil l is'

common practice with many printers or publishers ali

over the world.  Some ol  the typesetter 's copy has

survived. however.  and two examples of such copy

from Eg-vpt and one from Europe. which were recently

acquired b,v the Librarl' of the University of Leiden,
wi l l  be discussed here.

The first example is a little manuscript. registered in

the Library as Or. 18.696. I t  was acquired in 1985 from

the ant iquarian bookshop'De r i jzende zon'  of  Ti lburg.

the Netherlands, which had procured the book directly
from Egypt.  I t  contains two texts:

l. /J'. la-9a.The Qasrda Ru'iyya, a poem on Qur'á-
nic readings by al-Qásim b. Firroh al-Satibi (d. 590t

1194, cf. GAL G I, 409), a qasída rhyming in -ra.

whose official' name is 
'Aqtlat Atrab al-Qasa'id lï Asna

al-Maqàsid.
2. ff. 9b-12a. Asnta' Ahl Badr, an anonymous list.

alphabetically arranged, of the names of the com-
panions of the Prophet Mubammad, who had fought

at his side in the battle of Badr. In all, writes the

anonvmous compiler. the list contains 363 names, of
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whom 94 are mlthAÈirun and the remaining Ansar. Of
the latter, J4 are from Aws and 195 from Kazraf.

The manuscript is on paper, with watermark trelune,
and the corner-mark would seem to read clcv. but
this is not entirely clear. Both texts are written by the
same copyist. in Oriental handwriting, in black ink
with rubrics. The manuscript contains 12ff.The paper
measures 160 x 105 mm. the text area c. 130 x 80 mm.
and i t  has 2l  l ines to the page. I t  is unbound, and is
now kept in the cover of a modern Egyptian exercise
book. I t  is not dated. but could wel l  be from the 19th
century. In connection with our subject only the first
text in the booklet , the Qustda Ra'ivt'a by al-SátibT, is
relevant. The beginning of Íhe qasída (f. lb-2a) has
been provided with a counting in the margin of some
of the l ines. together with an indicat ion of where the
page (sohtfa) would end in a printed edition (see figure
1).  From these marks i t  becomes clear that $e have
here a manuscript  which was somehow used as tvpeset-
ter 's copy for an edit ion with 16 l ines of poetr\  to the
page. These kinds of marks are present t i l l  the indica-
t ion of the end of p.  l6 of the projected edit ion ( / .7a1.
The remaining part  of  the qa;rda lacks these marks. I t
is not c lear whether this manuscriot  was actual l r  used

as typesetter's copy. The proof of that would be the
printed edition which I have not been able to trace.
The manuscript was at least used by someone in a
printer's establishment for the casting off of the text.

In another. also recently acquired. manuscript of the
Leiden library I was able to establish the link between
the typesetter's copy and the printed edition. This
manuscript. my second example from Egypt. is now
registered in the Library as Or. 14.526.I t  was acquired
in the course of 1978 from the ant iquarian bookshop
McBlain's,  then in Des Moines. Iowa. usn. I t  is now
bound in a recently manufactured green half-ieather
binding, which is known in Egypt as taghd iJiungt
'European binding'. An owner's name is printed on the
back :  Muhammad 'A lawán.  o r 'U lwán.  whom I  have
not ident i f ied. His name is pr inted in a simi lar way on
the back of two other Leiden manuscripts from the
same purchase: Or. 14.508 and Or. 14.527. Other
manuscripts which arr ived in the same shipment
appear to or iginate from Egypt as wel1. The manu-
script ccrntains the text of the Kittlh ul-1.ía'tt l i-Airclt al-
.Sr7'a. an enumerat ion of portents.  both histor ical  and
future ones. ol-  the Last Jr"rc ' lgrnent.  and was wri t ten by

* t

Fig. l. MS Leiden Or. 18.696 (1),.ff. lb-2a. The beginning of the Qa.ttda Ra'i.vya by al-Satibi. On f. lb is a beginning of the
counting of the l ines, together with an indication of where the end of page I in the projected edition is situated. On f, 2a the
end of page 2 of the edition is indicated.
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M. b. 'Abd al-Rasul al-BarzangI al-Husaynï al-Musawr
, x - ^ . - , x .

al-Sáf i  al-Sahraz[rr al-Madaní (d. I  103/I 691, cf .  GAL
G II, 388). As one can conclude from the rather
considerable number of manuscripts of this text which
Brockelmann lists in his GAL" ï.he text must have

enjoyed a certain popularity. Our manuscript was
copied on paper by one copyist. It is written in Orien-
tal handwriting, in black ink with rubrics. It contains
159.fr ' . ,  measures 225 x 155 mm (text area 180 x 105
mm) and has 19 lines to the page. The manuscript is
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Fig. 2. MS Leiden Or. 14.526, f la. Tit le-page of the Kitah al-I ia'a l i-Aírat al-Sa'a. by al-Bargandi. Typesetter's copy for the
printed edition, see next f igure.
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Fig. 3.  Ti t le-page of the pr inted edit ion of al-Bargandr 's
Kitab al-Líu'a lí-A.irr7t ol-Sa'a. prepared by M. Badr al-DIn
al-Na'sánT al-Halabr and publ ishcd by the Matba'at al-
Sa'áda of M. Efcndi Ismá'I l .  Cairo l3l5 1907 (Lcidcn.
Universi ty Librar-v:  830 F l9).

undated, but contains a copy of the author's colophon
at the end (1. l59a), which inlorms us that the book
was completed by its author on Wednesday, between
the two salcirs,  on 11 p[ al-Qa'da 107611666, in the
author's house in Medina. situated in the street known
as al-Suwayqa. The present manuscript is, however,
much more recent. It could well have been written at
the beginning of this century. It is now kept in a
modern binding, and part of the marginai space, with
some of the marginal notes, was cut off when the
manuscript was bound.

Upon opening the manuscript the reader is instantly
struck by the untidy appearance of the book. Numer-
ous pages show blots and stains, which were appa-
rently caused by the handling of the manuscript with
unclean fingers. The paper of many a page has been
folded in the middle over the text. and a large number
of pages show indications, strokes and the like, written
with what at first sight appears to be pencil. Occasio-
nally, numbers have been written in the margins in
violet ink. All these phenomena indicate that the

J,J.  WITKAM: MANUSCRIPTS & MANUSCRIPTS

riitllfll manuscript has been handled by a typesetter. The inky
' 
:', '1,'r,, ', thumb prints must be the compositor's, as his touching

',,. ' the lead type usually produces stains on printer's copy.
i i i Folding the paper of the copy in the middle of the text
' is a common feature as well. The strokes, hooks and

crosses on the paper are usually made during the
typesetting ur *.i1. They indicate either the progréss of' 
the compositor's work, or can be written for the sake
of the lay-out. In the present manuscript they do not
seem to have been written with pencil, but with typo-
graphical material, lead type or lines. The numbering
in violet ink indicates the beginning of a new quire (of
l6 pages) in the printed edition.

r Unlike the previously described manuscript, that of
al-Satibi's Qa;ída Ra'iyya, whose use as typesetter's
copy could not be proven with the edition (although it
is highly probable that it had been used for that
purpose), the present manuscript of the Kitab ul-lia'a
can be shown to have served as the exempiar of a
typographer.  The pr inted edit ion which was made on
the basis of this verv manuscript  is avai lable. For
brer i t l "s sake I  refer here to f i -uures 2-3 and 4-5. which
shou the dependence of the edit ion on the manuscript .
A Íèu detai ls capture one's attent ion. The t i t le of the
text.  as given in the manuscript  and wri t ten by the
copyist, contains two imperfections. which have been
copied unaltered in the printed edition. Of minor
importance is the fact that the ta' marbuta in the words
al-iía'a and al-sa'a lacks the two dots both in manus-
cript and print. More serious is the incorrect writing of
the name of the father of the author: in both instances
his name is given as Rasulwhereas it should be 'Abd al-
Rust l l .  Underneath the t i t le of the manuscript  two texts
have been added b;- a person or persons other than the
copl ist .  One of these is wri t ten in penci l .  the other in
violet  ink. and both serve as tvpesetter 's copy. The text
in penci l  contains the names of two gent lemen from
Taknt who provided the funds necessary for the print-
ing, and the text in violet  ink contains the name of the
editor (musahhih)" a certain M. Badr al-Din al-Na'sànT
al-Halabï (according to the printed text; the spelling of
the first nisba in the manuscript is not very clear).
Finally, the title-page of the manuscript shows an
addition, written in pencil, in which lacunae in the text
are located.

As figures 4 and 5 show, the beginning of the third
quire of the edition (figure 5) was indicated by the
typesetter in the manuscript (figure 4). Strokes and
crosses, which were probably made by the typesetter
with lead typographical material, are stil l faintly
visible. Stains of the typesetter's thumb prints can be
seen as well. Similar marks and flngerprints can be
observed on many pages of the manuscript. Indications
of the beginning of a new quire, all of which corre-
spond to the lay-out of the printed edition, arc on Jf.
l0b ,  20b,  29b,39a,57b,  68a,  98a,  108b,  and 139b,  fo r
the  beg inn ing  o f  qu i res  Nos.  2 ,3 ,4 ,6 ,  8 ,  9 ,  13 ,  l4  and
17, respectively. No marks corresponding with the
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Fig.4. MS Leiden Or.14.526,.f.20b. KiÍAh ol-lía'a l i-Airat al-Sa'o by al-Bargandi. Indication, written in violet ink, of the
beginning of the third quire of the printed edition. pp. 32-33 (see next f igure). Marks made with lead type. or possibly lead
lines. are faintly visible between lines 8-9 and 12-13. Some thumb prints in the margin.
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beginning of quires 5,7, 10-12, l5 and 16 are found in
the manuscript .

As it is now, the manuscript is incomplete. There
are, as is mentioned on the title-page (see figure 2),
several leaves missing. The printed text is complete in
such cases, however. Compare e.g. the lacuna between

.íí. 28-29 of the manuscript with the continuous printed
text on p. 46, line 8. The explanation of this can be
twofold. Either the missing text of this manuscript was
supplemented from another manuscript. or, much
more probably, some leaves of the manuscript were
lost on the typesetter's desk and apparently not recov-
ered. These lost leaves share the fate of the greater part
of typesetter's copy, which is usually thrown away
after it has served its purpose. The apparent lack of
appreciation of the manuscript in this particular case
could lead one to the conclusion that i t  was made to
serve as copy for the compositor and nothing more.
The poor qual i ty of the paper points in the same
direct ion. The typesetter.  probably knowing this.  as-
sumed he could discard the used leaves aÍter the
product ion of the pr inted edit ion was completed.

The edit ion of the Kitub ul- l i t l7 i  is pr inted on Iel-
low ish  paper .  measur ing  165 x  135 mm.  The tex t  i s  se t .
apparent ly by hand. in an l8-pt.  Arabic type and has
22 lines to the paee. Before the actual text of the Kitáh

al-Iia'a begins, there are eight leaves, one full quire,
which contain a detailed table of contents of seven
pages (numbered l-7) and a biography of the author of
five pages (numbered alif-h|). The remaining pages of
this preliminary quire remain blank. Neither addition
is present in the manuscript. Then follows the text of
the Kitah al-Iia'a li-Airat al-Sa'a, with the title-page on
p. I (see figure 3) and the text of the book on pp. 2-
287. The beginning page of each quire has a quire
mark, with a number (see Íigure 5). On p. 288 is a short
note by the editor Qnusahhih), which reads like a
colophon. The completion of the printing is given here
somewhat more precisely than on the title-page: the
end third of the month Óumádá I of 1325 (coinciding
with the beginning of July 1907). At the beginning and
end of the Leiden copy of the printed edition some
leaves with publisher's advertisements are bound
together rvi th a1-Bargandr 's text.  but these do not seem
to belong in anr' \\,a)' to the Kitdb ul-Iic1'a. berng
printed on different paper and in no \\,a)' connected
u i th  the  pub l isher .  the  Matba-a t  a l -Sa 'áda.

No in Íb rmat ion  is  g i rcn  in  th is  ed i to r ' s  co lophon on
p 288. hor"ever.  concerning the method of edi t ion.
Nor can \ \e expect that.  s ince i t  w'as hardly ever done
in that per iod. With the typesetter 's copy at hand we
can come to conclusions which may have some wider
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Fig. 5. Al-Bargandi's Kiti ib al-Iía'a lïAirat al-Sa'a, edition Cairo 1325/1907, pp. 32-33, showing the end of the 2nd and the
beginning of the 3rd quire, which correspond with the mark in the MS (see previous figure).
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Fig. 6. MS Leiden Or.20.192, p.3. Beginning of the Kitab Al5bar Makka by al-Azraqi. Typesetter's copy made by the editor,
Ferdinand Wiistenfeld, Gottingen 1858 (see next f igure).
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Fig.7. Opening page of al-Azraqr's Kitab AltbAr Makka, in the edition of Wiistenfeld.
Leipztg 1858, p.3. The text in red ink of the exemplar has been set in a larger font; the
lay-out of the heading in the exemplar has been followed by the compositor. (Leiden.
Univers i tv  L ibrarv:  OLG 64:9331).
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bearing than on the Kitab al-Iia'a only. We may
assume that the manuscript of the text was made in
order to serve as typesetter's copy. In any case, to
judge from its appearance, it is not much older than
the edition of 132511907. In Egypt, and probably
elsewhere in the Middle East as well, manuscripts have
been continued to be made til l the early years of this
century and our manuscript could be one of these. The
low quality of the paper employed could point to its
having been made solely as printer's copy. It is not,
however, an entirely finished typesetter,s copy with a
detailed typographical instruction. Much of the inter-
pretation of the manuscript was probably left to the
typesetter and his work cannot anymore be distin_
guished from the editor's. A few typographical instruc_
tions are extant in the manuscript. though. The rubri-
cated text (e.g. on Íï. lb, 2b, 3a) was pur between
brackets by the compositor. Red overlining (on -l'.
148b-149a) had the same result .  Towards the end àf
the manuscript there are some marginal notes of a text
critical nature, written in red ink, in a hand different
from the copyist's (ff'. l2la. 122a, 124b, 126b, 14ga.
l51a (?).  153a).  They conrain suggest ions for emenda_
tions and conjectures. and have usual ly been accepted
in the pr inted edit ion. Compare for this . .n.  .unur_
cr ipt  / .  l48a with edit ion p. 270. l ine 2. and manuscript

. Í .  l53a  w i th  ed i t ion  p .  278.  l ine  l l .  On numerous
occasions there are interpretat ions in the ecl i t ion of
defective manuscript readings. Thus. to gil,e but one
example out of many, one sees in the manuscript on /.
57a, line 8 li-yuhillu {leU;, which has become in rhe
edition on p. 112, line 7 ti-ya{tibu (tr1=J) The
question whose work the inclusion of these emenda_
tions and interpretations was, the editor's or the
compositor's. remains unanswered. Direct information
on the working pract ice in the Matba'at al-Sa.àda in
Cairo and, more part icular ly.  on the pr int ing histor l ,of
lhe Kitab al-Iiu'a is lacking. To what extent a corrector
has modified the text in between the editor's and
typesetter's activity is equally unknown. Summing up
we must concede that not much more can be said than
that there is a number of arguments in favour of the
conclusion that the Leiden manuscript Or. 14.526 was
the printer's copy for the edition published in Cairo in
1907. More precise information on the different activi_
ties which eventually lead to the production of the
edition cannot, however, be gained from the material
we have at hand.

My third, and last, example of copy and print is of
European origin. It is the edition by Ferdinand Wiis_
tenfeld of M. b. 'Abdalláh 

al-Azraqr's archeolosical
history of Mecca, which was publishóO Uy Wlirt.,if.tO
as the first volume of his Díe Chroniken der Starlt
Mekka (Leipzig 1858). The manuscripr, Wi.istenfeld.s
autograph, was acquired by Leiden University Library
in the course of 1986 from Brill 's antiquarian book_
shop in Leiden (catalogue 555, No. 3g), and originates

from the private library of the German Islamologist H.
Gottschalk. It is now registered in the Library ás Or.
20.192.I t  consisrs of 410 * 18 pp.,  measuring 215 x
170 mm. The pages are provided with a lineation. as in
an exercise book. It is inscribed on the front fly_leaf:'F. Wristenfeld. Góttingen 1858,. On the inside of the
fly-ieaf at the end of the volume (where the Arabic text
begins) is written by Wiistenfeld .Abschrift frir den
Setzer', that is: 'copy for the typesetter'. That the
manuscript is entirely copied by Wristenfeld can be
proven by comparison with WListenfeld,s handwritins
in two other Leiden manuscripts (Or. 2339 ( l ) ,  c i
Voorhoeve, Handlisí, p. 412; and Or. 3055 D, cf . ibirt..
p .  l 5 ) .

The problems connected with copy and print in this
European manuscript are entirely different from those
in the two preceding examples. The main difference is
the fact that the typesetter in this case was, one musr
assume, ignorant of Arabic. This is stil l usually the
case with European and American typesetters of Orien_
tal languages. They perform their task without the
sl ightest inkl ing of the meaning of the text they are
setting up in t1'pe and look at the characters they
handle as graphic symbols. This is both an advantage
and a disadvantage. These typesetters are never
tempted to read the text and make typesetting mistakes
because of that. If a typesetter can understand a text
the number of errors in his work usually increases. The
disadvantage is that they are usually unaware of typo_
graphical conventions of the languages in which tÈey
work and are, therefore, bound to make mistakes in
the choice of ligatures, interpunction and the like.
From the present example it becomes clear that Wris_
tenfeld had anticipated this. The typesetter's copy is
very clearly written. with all necessary ligatures èare_
fully indicated. It is ar once obvious that Wristenfeld
has done his best to wri te al l  Arabic characters. in_
cluding the l igatures avai lable in the compositor 's case,
as dist inct l l ,  f rom one another as possible, and in a
style of writing that resembles the design of Arabic
type as i t  was in use in lgth-century Europe. The
occasional strokes, coinciding with the beginning of
pages in the printed edition, are present in this -ánu_
script as well. What is really amazing in this manu_
script is that it has remained so clean: the usual thumb
prints are absent altogether. That it was, nevertheless.
used as typesetter's copy is proven by Wtistenfeld's
own indication as such on one of the fly_leaves.

I have shown by what kind of characteristics one
may identify a manuscript as the typesetter's copy.
Once these features are known it máy well be tÀat
quite a considerable amount of typesetter's copy
appears to have been preserved after all. Once it has
been recognized it can play its vital, but til l now almost
neglected, role in the research on the textual historv of
a certain text.
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